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Abstract In the last decades, among the marine biogeochemical models, there have been an

increasing number of marine Plankton Functional Type (PFT) models. Since the precursor

NPZD models, the general trend has been towards the development of models that are more

and more complex, either by the number of variables they include and/or by the level of detail

they consider. In this respect, �exible-stoichiometry models have been an important step in

the history of this class of models. Since then, additional developments have been described

in the literature, and the present paper focuses on one of them, namely the introduction of

abundance in addition to biomass to describe PFTs. This new feature o�ers an opportunity

for model assessment with the increasing number of studies and datasets obtained by �ow

cytometry, and it provides the means to derive cell quotas (here expressed as an amount of a

given biogenic element per unit cell) for each PFT of the model. Cell quotas are used, along with

intracellular ratios, for the regulation of the kinetics of the di�erent biogeochemical processes

embedded in the model, and it is suggested here that their role may be decisive for the successful

representation of some processes, such as, for example, mineralization by heterotrophic bacteria.

Several other bene�ts provided by cell quotas are presented in this paper, among them the in-

depth knowledge they provide on the functioning of the trophic web and on the nutritional

status of organisms. Finally, the seasonal variations of the cell quotas in the PFT representing

large phytoplankton can be used to explain the occurrence of the NW Mediterranean spring

bloom from the internal status point of view.

Keywords: Cell quota; Intracellular ratios; Flexible-stoichiometry; PFT biogeochemical model; Mech-

anistic; Coupled physical-biogeochemical model; Mediterranean Sea.
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1 Introduction

Coupled physical-biogeochemical ocean models are now widely used in the ocean sciences. They

are involved in a broad range of studies of a di�erent nature, from process studies to larger-

scale or global-ocean scale studies. The former aim at explaining and/or quantifying some

speci�c processes, often using a 0D model (e.g. Thingstad and Lignell, 1997; Flynn, 2003) or

a coupled model in a 1DV con�guration (e.g. Ayata et al., 2013; Gimenez et al., 2018), while

the aim of the latter is to study biogeochemical cycles (e.g. Gnanadesikan et al., 2011; Stock

et al., 2014), as well as the e�ect of physical processes (e.g. Lévy and Martin, 2013), or that

of climate change through forecast climatic scenarios (e.g. Bopp et al., 2013, and references

herein), on ocean biogeochemistry. Since the �rst Nutrient-Phytoplankton-Zooplankton (NPZ)

models (e.g. Riley, 1946; Steele and Henderson, 1981), biogeochemical models have developed

in various directions relative to their structure (number and nature of state variables and of the

�uxes they include) or to the formulations of the biogeochemical processes they involve.

These regular developments have accompanied � and were sometimes triggered by � the

increase in knowledge in the domain of marine biogeochemistry (e.g. the discovery of the major

role of bacteria) as well as by the increase in feedback from experience in modelling. These de-

velopments have mainly concerned the number of state variables (i.e. food web compartments)

they include: NPZD models with an additional detritus compartment were then developed (e.g.

Fasham et al., 1990), followed by NxPyZzDd models with multiple size classes of a given trophic

level and/or multiple nutrients (using a �xed stoichiometry), and later by Plankton Functional

Type (PFT) and trait-based models regrouping plankton species according to the ecological

functionality they share. More recently, diversity-based models including several tens of phyto-

plankton types of di�erent physiological characteristics including sensitivity of growth to light,

nutrient and temperature, have been developed (Follows and Dutkiewicz, 2011).

Another direction in which biogeochemical models have developed concerns the mathemat-

ical formulations of the internal biogeochemical �uxes. Models have generally increased in

complexity in phase with the aim of (i) including more and more processes, as in the PISCES

model (Aumont et al., 2003), or (ii) developing more and more mechanistic models such as

ERSEM (Baretta et al., 1995), Eco3M (Baklouti et al., 2006b), BFM (Vichi et al., 2007b), or

even (iii) elaborating a global theory such as the Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) theory used

in DEB models (Kooijman, 2000).

In essence, NPZ models, complex as they may be, consider a single biogenic element in

which all the state variables are expressed, and use the Red�eld C:N:P ratio to allow conver-

sions and mass �uxes into biogenic elements that are not explicitly represented. Whether the

model should include a �exible stoichiometry has been a question that has been widely debated

in the literature over the two last decades, between authors who consider that NPZ models

still constitute an important and viable research tool to deal with some clearly stated ques-
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tions (e.g. Franks, 2002), others who conclude that the introduction of �exible stoichiometry

is necessary to make the model able to reproduce or explain data (e.g. Christian, 2005; Ayata

et al., 2013; Macias et al., 2019), still others who assert, taking into account the wide di�erences

in the scenarios run with or without �exible stoichiometry, the need for additional experimental

work (Tagliabue et al., 2011), or a last category of authors pointing out the inherent de�-

ciencies revealed by models using Red�eld ratios associated with Monod-type descriptions of

resource-limited growth and predation (Flynn, 2010).

Flexible-stoichiometry models have been more and more widely used in the recent past,

providing important and extensive results relative to the link between, on the one hand, plankton

stoichiometry and ecosystem stoichiometry, and phytoplankton biogeography and the main

biogeochemical �uxes including carbon export on the other hand (Klausmeier et al., 2008;

Salihoglu et al., 2008; Weber and Deutsch, 2010; Letscher et al., 2015). Flexible stoichiometry

models are also increasingly widely used to study the dynamics of biogeochemistry and that

of the planktonic food web at global scale (e.g. Vichi et al., 2007a; Letscher et al., 2015) or

at regional scales, such as for example at the scale of the Mediterranean basin (Lazzari et al.,

2012, 2016).

In the present paper, our aim is to broaden the debate regarding the bene�ts of �exible

stoichiometry to intracellular cell quotas, �rst de�ned by Droop (1968) for phytoplankton as

"the amount of nutrient internal to the cells per total cell population". The dimensions of this

variable depend on the measure of the cell population used. As a result, though now widely

used, di�erent de�nitions of cell quota are used, being either expressed as an absolute quantity,

or as per unit cell or per unit biomass quantities (see for example the di�erent use of quotas

in Smirnov and Revkova (2002)). In order to avoid any confusion in the terminology, we will

consider in this paper that cell quotas exclusively refer to the amount of a given biogenic element

per unit cell, while the term intracellular ratio will be used to represent the ratio between the

intracellular contents in two biogenic elements. In other words, the cell quota in a given element

X among C, N, P, . . . will be referred to as QX and expressed in (mol X) · cell−1, while the

intracellular ratio X:Y between two elements X and Y (X and Y among C, N, P, . . . ) will be

referred to as QXY and expressed in (mol X) · (mol Y)−1.

In the Eco3M-MED model (Alekseenko et al., 2014; Guyennon et al., 2015; Gimenez et al.,

2018; Pagès et al., 2020b), organisms are not only represented through several biogenic con-

centrations (thereby allowing calculation of intracellular ratios) but through abundance, which

makes it possible to calculate and handle cell quotas as well. To the best of our knowledge,

very few models in literature combine both these facilities. Some of them were used to model

and study the growth of phytoplankton under nutrient limitation in microcosm/chemostat con-

�gurations (e.g Burmaster, 1979; Klausmeier et al., 2004), or the dynamics of the planktonic

food web in the Mediterranean Sea (MS hereafter) (Thingstad, 2005). DEB models (Kooijman,

2000) are also in the same vein, but they may become very complex as the number of biogenic
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elements increases, at least if we keep full generality (e.g. Poggiale et al., 2010). This complex-

ity can however be reduced by constraining assumptions. These models have all been used in

0D con�gurations to study some speci�c processes, but, as far as we know, none of them has

been used for 3D coupled physical-biogeochemical modelling studies. In this paper, our aim

is therefore to highlight the bene�ts of using models using intracellular quotas in addition to

intracellular ratios to study the dynamics of the biogeochemistry of the MS and that of the

planktonic food web using a 3D coupled physical-biogeochemical model.

The paper is therefore organized as follows: a presentation of the updated version of the

Eco3M-MED model is �rst given, with a focus on the physiological processes involving cell

quotas. The Results section follows, �rst dedicated to model skill assessment through the

comparison of model outputs with in situ or satellite-derived data. The remainder of this

section focuses on some information provided by the model outputs in terms of cell quotas and

abundances, which are inaccessible to the models based on intracellular ratios. The bene�ts

provided by the use of abundances and cell quotas in the model are then discussed in the last

section before concluding.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 The biogeochemical �exible-stoichiometry model Eco3M-MED

The Eco3M-MED model has already been used in several studies (Alekseenko et al., 2014;

Guyennon et al., 2015; Pagès et al., 2020b), sometimes using more complex versions, such as

the one including two PFT of diazotrophs (Gimenez et al., 2016, 2018), or an additional PFT

for the ctenophore Mnemiopsis leidyi (Alekseenko et al., 2019). Each of these versions of the

Eco3M-MED model was also an opportunity to revisit some aspects of the formulation and

parametrization of the processes. For example, the most recent versions include new formula-

tions for the mineralization and chlorophyll synthesis processes, as well as a partially renewed

set of parameters (Pagès et al., 2020b,a). Only the new developments of the model have been

detailed in the papers published since the original version of Alekseenko et al. (2014), and there

is now a need to provide an extensive presentation of the most recent version of the model since

it now signi�cantly di�ers from its original version.

In this section we will only focus on the main characteristics of the model, on some general

options, and on some speci�c processes. The remainder of the model, namely the full set of

equations and parameters is provided in an appendix (A).

The model encompasses six PFT, namely micro-, meso- and nanozooplankton, large and

small phytoplankton, and heterotrophic bacteria. Each PFT is represented by an abundance

and carbon (C), nitrogen (N) and phosphorous (P) concentrations, except phytoplankton which

is also represented by a chlorophyll (CHL) concentration, and microzooplankton which is only
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Figure 1: Conceptual model associated with the Eco3M-MED biogeochemical model.

expressed in terms of an abundance and a carbon concentration. Three inorganic nutrients,

namely nitrate (NO3), ammonium (NH4) and phosphate (PO4), as well as dissolved and par-

ticulate detrital organic material (respectively DOM and DET) are also included in the model.

Only the labile pool of DOM is explicitly represented, except for the carbon pool for which

semi-labile DOC is also an explicit state variable of the model. Finally, the DET compartment

is split into large and small detrital particles, associated with di�erent sinking rates. In the

original version of Alekseenko et al. (2014), there was only a single DET compartment. Taking

into account the splitting of the DET compartment, the conceptual model has been slightly

changed. It now also includes an explicit predation of ciliates on bacteria. In short, the model

now includes 37 state variables that are de�ned in Tab. 1 as well as their notation throughout

this paper, and the associated conceptual model describing the di�erent �uxes between state

variables is given in Fig. 1.

Let X and Y represent generic biogenic elements among C, N and P, and let PFTX be the

concentration of a given PFT in element X. In each PFT, cell quotas QX and intracellular ratios

QXY, as already de�ned in 1, are allowed to vary within a given range (see 2). Normalized quotas

and ratios, respectively denoted Q̃X and Q̃XY, are dimensionless quotas and ratios varying
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Figure 2: Variation range of quotas and ratios (grey region). For a given organism, cell quotas are bounded.

As a consequence, intracellular ratios are also bounded. A given C:N ratio can be associated with a large variety

of (QC ,QN ) couples.

between 0 and 1. They are calculated as follows:

Q̃X =
QX −Qmin

X

Qmax
X −Qmin

X

and Q̃XY =
QXY −Qmin

XY

Qmax
XY −Qmin

XY

(1)

2.2 Formulation of biogeochemical processes

For most of the modelled processes, the associated rate is �rst controlled by cell quotas, thereby

ensuring that they remain within the range [Qmin
X ;Qmax

X ]. Intracellular ratios are used as a sec-

ond level of control to regulate the process rate in the case where the cell quota are within

the authorized range [Qmin
X ;Qmax

X ]. This regulation is done through quota functions hQ having

generic forms similar to that given by Geider et al. (1998), and calculated either with intracel-

lular quotas:

hQX
=

(
Qmax

X −QX

Qmax
X −Qmin

X

)nn
= (1− Q̃X)nn (2)

or with intracellular ratios:

hQXY
=

(
Qmax

XY −QXY

Qmax
XY −Qmin

XY

)nn
= (1− Q̃XY)nn (3)

These functions are bounded by 0 and 1 and nn equals 0.06 (as in Geider et al. (1998)), unless

stated otherwise.

2.2.1 Gross and net in�ows for absorption and grazing

Let us consider the in�ow Fin associated with a given process occurring at the speci�c rate

rX and involving a given biogenic element X, and a given PFT. Depending on the PFT's
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intracellular status, only a fraction of this in�ow (i.e. the net in�ow Fnet) will be actually

retained by the PFT, the remainder being released as an out�ow Fout. This feedback regulation

is based on the quota functions de�ned by Eqs. 2 and 3, and the di�erent �uxes are calculated

as follows:

Fin = rX · PFTX (4)

Fout = rX · PFTX · (1− hPFT
QX

) (5)

Fnet = Fin − Fout = rX · PFTX · hPFT
QX

(6)

In the same way, the out�ow (and the net �ux) can also be calculated with intracellular ratios:

Fout = rX · PFTX · (1− hPFT
QXY

) (7)

In Eqs. 4 to 7 PFTX stands for the PFT biomass expressed in (mol X) ·l−1.

These functions are used for the regulation of the uptake of nutrients and dissolved organic

matter by phytoplankton and bacteria, and for the regulation of the excess carbon and the

associated DOC exudation �ux when photosynthesis takes place more rapidly than is required

to supply the needs of growth. They are also used to calculate the net grazing �uxes and the

associated output �uxes that take the form of DOC, ammonium and phosphate excretion �uxes

for all the zooplankton, and the production of faecal pellets for mesozooplankton only.

In practice, the net in�ow and the out�ow are calculated as follows for N and P: if (QPFT
X ≤

QPFT,min
X ) or (QPFT

X ≥ QPFT,max
X ), Fnet and Fout are respectively given by Eqs. 6 and 5, other-

wise, Fnet and Fout are calculated in the same way but with the X:C ratio (QPFT
XC ) used instead

of the X quota in the calculation of hPFT
QX

. The maximum (or the minimum according to the

regulation) between the two Fout �uxes is then used. DOC exudation and corresponding �uxes

are detailed in (A.2).

2.2.2 Mineralization by heterotrophic bacteria

This process is �rst represented through a classical uptake of dissolved organic matter which

allows the calculation of the out�ow using Eq. 5. Non-zero out�ows are either redirected to the

dissolved organic matter, or to a mineral compartment (NH4 or PO4) in the case of mineral-

ization. The distribution of the out�ow between those two possible directions is controlled by

the carbon intracellular quota QC for bacteria, based on the underlying assumption that, the

more bacteria are carbon-limited, the more they will proceed to DOM mineralization in order

to extract carbon from it (see also the Discussion section dealing with the formulation of this

process). The �ux of remineralized dissolved organic matter Frem is then calculated as follows:

Frem = hBAC
QC
· Fout, (8)

while the remaining out�ow turns back to the DOM compartment.
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2.2.3 Chlorophyll synthesis

The previous chlorophyll synthesis formulation used in Eco3M-MED was similar to that of Gei-

der et al. (1998), except that the feedback regulation by phytoplankton used a Chl:N ratio

instead of the N:C ratio of the original formulation (see Baklouti et al. (2006a) for more de-

tails). The new version implemented is still in the same vein, but with a feedback regulation

involving the carbon quota. The speci�c rate of chlorophyll synthesis then writes:

fPChl = ρCHL · fuptnphy ·

(
QPHY,max

C −QPHY
C

QPHY,max
C −QPHY,min

C

)nphy

·
(
θmax
N − θN

θmax
N − 0.42

)nchl

(9)

where,

ρCHL = θmax
N

fPP

ā∗φmax
c θ E

θ =
PHYCHL

PHYC
fPP = fPP

nr · hPHY
QC

(10)

In Eq. 9, ρCHL stands for the ratio between the e�ective and the maximum primary production

rates, fuptnphy refers to the gross cumulative (i.e. from all nitrogen sources) N uptake rate (see

Eqs. A.44 and A.51), θN to the intracellular Chl:N ratio, and nphy and nchl are equal to 0.06

in the model for both PHYS and PHYL. In Eqs. 10, fPP
nr refers to the nutrient-replete carbon

speci�c primary production rate (see Eq. A.4), and hPHY
QC

is given by Eq. 2. The remaining

parameters involved in Eqs. 10 are de�ned in Tab. 6.

2.3 Parameters

The parametrization of such large models is a real challenge. From version to version, some

parameters have evolved since the original version of Alekseenko et al. (2014), in order to build

up a more and more consistent set of parameters. The underlying idea is to build a parameter

set in which most of the parameters would be derived from a subset of reference parameters.

Maximum mean cell sizes, maximum speci�c growth rates µ̄ as well as minimum cell quotas

in each PFT, belong to this subset of parameters. For example, maximum intracellular quotas

as well as minimum and maximum intracellular ratios have been derived from minimum cell

quotas, as done in Thingstad (2005). In the same way, maximum uptake rates have been

derived from µ̄ and maximum intracellular quotas, and the associated half-saturation constants

from mean cell sizes, based on mechanistic considerations relating the uptake rate of a given

nutrient to the external di�usion �ux when uptake is limited by external di�usion (Kiorboe,

2008). For grazing, it has also been veri�ed that the parameters used in Eq. A.10, be they taken

from the literature or arbitrarily �xed, could supply the predator with su�cient food at steady

state when their growth is maximum. If this is not the case, the parameter has been changed

accordingly. All parameter values and more details on the relationships between parameters

are given in A.3.2.
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2.4 The physical model NEMO-MED12

The model results from an o�-line coupling between the hydrodynamic NEMO (Nucleus for Eu-

ropean Modelling of the Ocean) model (team Madec and NEMO, 2016) and the biogeochemical

model Eco3M-MED. The NEMO-MED12 con�guration, with a horizontal grid with a resolution

of 1/12◦, i.e. grid cells of 6.5 to 8 km, and a vertical resolution of 75 levels with a thickness

varying from 1 m on the surface to 135 m on the bottom has been used. It covers the entire

Mediterranean Sea and includes a bu�er zone from the Strait of Gibraltar to 11 degrees west

where the open boundary conditions are gradually applied to avoid numerical instability. The

physical simulation used here is called �NM12-FREE� (Hamon et al., 2016) and was run without

re-analysis or data assimilation. It covers the period 1979 to June 2013. The initial conditions

of the physical variables are taken from monthly averages from the World Ocean Atlas (WOA)

and MEDATLAS databases. The freshwater river inputs are taken from the inter-annual data

of Ludwig et al. (2009). The Black Sea is not included in this con�guration but the freshwater

�ow of the strait is taken into account. The atmospheric forcing is based on a re-interpolation

of the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) with a horizontal resolution of 12 km. The

�MN12-FREE� simulation is described in detail in Hamon et al. (2016).

2.5 Satellite data

Ocean colour satellite data are used for the assessment of model outputs. Here, we used a daily

surface chlorophyll product supplied by the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service

(CMEMS). In this product, chlorophyll concentrations have been derived using the MEDOC4

algorithm developed by Volpe et al. (2007). This algorithm was built using a large data set of

chlorophyll concentrations collected in situ and re�ectance measurements from three satellites

(SeaWIFS, MERIS and MODIS), constituting a homogeneous set from September 1997.

2.6 Implementation and resolution

The numerical resolution of the transport equation is performed here by the circulation ocean

model NEMO-MED12. The 37 state variables of the Eco3M-Med model are then advected and

di�used by the physical model. The (sources less sinks) term, hereafter SMS term involved

in the transport equation for each state variable is calculated by the biogeochemical model.

The resolution is explicit in time, and hence, every 20 min, Eco3M-Med provides the 37 SMS

terms to the physical model in each mesh grid cell. SMS terms are calculated for each state

variable according to the equations provided in A. The ratios and quotas needed for the

calculation of each SMS term are derived from the state variables. For example, Qphys
n is

given by physn

phys
. Finally, each of the 37 state variables are initialized so as to ensure that the

di�erent cell elemental quotas and ratios lie in the authorized respective ranges [Qmin
X ;Qmax

X ]

and [Qmin
XY ;Qmax

XY ].
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3 Results

An extensive comparison of model outputs with data was undertaken. Next, the results focus

on cell quotas and some of the speci�c knowledge they provide.

3.1 Results relative to model skill assessment

First, modelled and measured vertical pro�les of NO3 and PO4 in the NW Mediterranean

(DyFaMed station) are reported in Fig. 3 at di�erent months. For both model outputs and

data, a typical seasonal pattern can be seen, with high nutrients values in winter near the sea

surface, followed by the exhaustion of nutrients from the sea surface from late spring (i.e. after

the spring bloom) to summer. Afterwards, winter mixing brings back nutrients to the sea

surface, making them available for the next spring bloom.
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Figure 3: Measured over the 1991-2001 period (circles) and mean over the 1991-2001 period of the modelled

(dashed line) nutrients pro�les at DyFaMed station in the NW Mediterranean at di�erent seasons. (a) Nitrate

(b) Phosphate. In situ data are described in Marty et al. (2002).

Data for the eastern basin are more scarce. Modelled NO3 and PO4 pro�les are then compared

to the few available pro�les measured in the Levantine basin during di�erent cruises (Fig. 4).

In this case, the seasonality cannot be addressed since these cruises all took place in late spring

or summer during which nutrients are exhausted in the surface layer, as shown by both data

and model outputs. It can also be noticed that the top nutriclines are deeper in the Levantine

basin (4) than in the NW Med (Fig. 3).

A quantitative comparison between satellite Chl data and modelled surface Chl is conducted

through a Taylor diagram (Figure 5). The relative RMS error, as well as the correlation and

the relative standard deviation between data and model outputs are reported for di�erent sub-

basins and for the whole MS. The correlation varies between 0.65 in the Aegean sub-basin and
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Figure 4: Modelled (full line) and measured (symbols) nutrient pro�les measured in the eastern basin during

several cruises, namely: POEM 05 (June 1987) in blue; LBD01 (April 1989) in cyan; MINOS (June 1996) in

pink; PROSOPE (September 1999) in green and BOUM (July 2008) in red. The modelled nutrient pro�les are

mean pro�les averaged over a region in the Levantin basin encompassing all the stations of the di�erent cruises,

and temporally averaged for the period 1987�2008. The grey region represents the temporal standard deviation

over the period.

0.97 in the NW and the Adriatic sub-basins. The relative RMS error may be potentially high

(up to 0.75), especially in the eastern basin. In the western basin, the error is lower (generally

between 0.2 and 0.4), except in the Alboran sub-basin where it is higher (> 0.6). Finally, at MS

scale, the relative error is less than 0.6, and the relative standard deviation is roughly within

the range 0.6 to 1.3 for all the studied regions, and around 0.7 for the whole MS.

The last comparison concerns cell abundances (Figure 6). The abundance of small phytoplank-

ton is compared with Synechococcus and Procholorococcus measured by cytometry, showing

an abundance �rst increasing with depth down to the Deep Chlorophyll Maximum and then

decreasing with depth.

3.2 Results relative to cell quotas

The normalized (or relative) surface intracellular C:N ratio of small phytoplankton is quite

homogeneous over the basin, roughly varying between 0 and 0.3, except near the south-eastern

coast of Tunisia and in the Ionian Sea where C:N values are higher (Fig. 7). Some mesoscale

structures with slightly di�erent values of Q̃CN from the surroundings can however be identi�ed,

for example o� the Algerian coasts where the mesoscale activity is very intense. By contrast, a
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Figure 5: Taylor diagram comparing the modelled and the measured surface chlorophyll over the 1998�2012

period, excluding coastal regions (< 200 m). Observations are provided by the Copernicus Marine Environment

Monitoring Service (CMEMS). ALB = Alboran; EGE = Aegean; ION = Ionian; TYR = Tyrrhenian; ALG

= Algerian; LEV = Levantine; ADR = Adriatic; EST MED = Eastern Mediterranean Sea; WEST MED =

Western Mediterranean Sea; NWMED = North-Western Mediterranean Sea; MED = Mediterranean Sea.

Figure 6: Abundance measurements (green circles) determined by �ow cytometry and performed at the PRE-

CYM �ow cytometry platform of the MIO using a FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences). Measurements have been

performed in the NW Mediterranean Sea at the EMSO ANTARES station in 2011. Only the Synechococcus

and Procholorococcus measured abundances have been plotted. The modelled PHYS (red line) in the same region

averaged over year 2011 has been superimposed.

clear west-east gradient of normalized carbon cell quota Q̃C can be identi�ed, with Q̃C values

reaching nearly 0.7 in the Levantine sub-basin. The distribution of the normalized nitrogen cell

quota Q̃N is more heterogeneous, though with overall PHYS cells that are richer in N in the

eastern basin than in the western basin, except in the Ionian sub-basin. It is worth noting that
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Figure 7: Normalized intracellular characteristics of small phytoplankton at the sea surface in April 2008 (top)

normalized C:N ratio Q̃CN , (middle) normalized carbon cell quota Q̃C , (bottom) normalized nitrogen cell quota

Q̃N .

the same value for the C:N ratio can be found in very di�erent regions, such as for example

in the NW Med Sea and the Levantine sub-basin: a Q̃CN value of 0.18 and 0.15 can be found

respectively at points A and B (cf Fig. 7), while these two sites correspond to two very di�erent

environments and nutritional states for PHYS: at the former (point A), PHYS carbon relative

quota is low (0.18), against 0.59 at point B. Moreover, the nitrogen quota is quite moderate at

point A (0.34) while cells are N-repleted at point B (Q̃N = 0.99).

The biogenic element among C, N or P which limits bacterial growth varies with time and

space (Fig. 8). If we look at surface waters during winter, heterotrophic bacteria are C-limited

in the Western Basin except along the northern coasts and almost everywhere P-limited in the

Eastern Basin (except in some particular hydrodynamical structures such as permanent eddies).

In the rest of the year, there is a progressive shift from C-limitation to P-limitation everywhere,

except in the Alboran Sea and along the Algerian an Tunisian coasts where C-limitation gives

way to N-limitation instead (Figure 8(a)). Looking now at the mean limitation over the 0�100 m
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Biogenic element (among C, N and P) limiting bacterial growth during the four seasons (a) in the

surface layer and (b) in the 0�100 m depth layer. The areas coloured in purple are C-limited, the green areas

are N-limited and the yellow areas are P-limited.

layer, things are quite di�erent since growth limitation by carbon expands over the most part

of the Mediterranean, the remaining being P-limited, except in the south of the Ionian Sea and

in some regions of the Levantin Basin which remain P-limited all over the year.
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Figure 9: (left) Temporal evolution over the 1999�2012 period of the modelled and the measured surface Chl

in the NW Mediterranean Sea, (right) zoom over the 2008�2012 period of the Droop quota function as given

by Eq. A.2 and calculated with (top) the C, N, P quotas of large phytoplankton and (bottom) the C:N and C:P

ratios of large phytoplankton. The modelled PHYLCHL is also superimposed on these �gures.
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Satellite surface Chl averaged over the NW MED is plotted for the 1999�2012 period as well

as the mean total surface Chl calculated by the model (9). The mean surface chlorophyll associ-

ated with PHYL is also superimposed on the same �gure. The three curves show an alternation

between periods of low chlorophyll concentrations (< 0.1 µg l−1), roughly between June and

November, and periods, between December and May, during which Chl increases rapidly up to a

maximum located between 0.45 and 0.8 µg l−1 depending on the year, before decreasing rapidly

below 0.1 µg l−1. This comparison shows a very strong (qualitative) correlation between the

occurrence of the Chl maxima provided by the three curves. In some years (especially from

2004), the bloom takes place in two stages, as evidenced by satellite chlorophyll data. In such

situations, a fall bloom of low intensity occurs until a slowdown in Chl production, followed by

the onset of the �main bloom� (namely the spring bloom). The model clearly fails to reproduce

this fall bloom. Importantly, it can be noticed that PHYL Chlorophyll peaks are well correlated

with the spring bloom peaks exhibited by satellite data.

To investigate the link between the occurrence of the spring bloom in the NW Med and the

intracellular content of phytoplankton, the modelled PHYL chlorophyll is superimposed on the

Droop quota function for growth fDroopX (see Eq. A.2), either calculated with PHYL C, N, P

cell quotas or with C:N and C:P ratios of PHYL (right panels of Fig. 9). For better clarity,

only a few years are presented. It can �rst be seen that the dynamics of the quota functions

calculated with QCN , QCP , QN and QP are very similar. Their shape is also similar to that

of the modelled PHYLCHL, except that their peaks are wider and earlier. The dynamics of

the quota function calculated with QC is more sinusoid-like than the other curves and in phase

opposition with the latter, with maximum values in summer and minimum values in winter.

The modelled mean vertical nutrients pro�les presented in Fig. 10 are the same as those

presented in 3 but the normalized intracellular ratios and quotas of bacteria have been super-

imposed. Since the con�gurations are quite similar for both NO3 and PO4, only a common

description is given. At �rst glance, it can be seen that the seasonal vertical pro�les of the

X:C intracellular ratio (Q̃CX) and that of the carbon quota Q̃C are quite similar, and both

are roughly symmetrical with the nutrient vertical pro�les. In other words, high Q̃C and Q̃CX

values coincide with low nutrient values and vice versa and the transition from one situation to

the other occurs in the region of the nutriclines. Note that Q̃C and Q̃CX values can signi�cantly

di�er, mostly in the surface layer, as for example in fall where Q̃C values are still very high

(around 0.8) while Q̃CX values are low (around 0.3).

4 Discussion

4.1 Cell quotas as a tool to build a mechanistic and consistent model

Cell quotas and intracellular ratios provide a frame naturally adapted to the mechanistic for-

mulation of biogeochemical processes. Since the pioneering work of several authors (e.g. Droop,
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Figure 10: (a) Mean modelled nitrate vertical pro�le over the 1991�2001 period at the DyfaMed station in (A)

January, (B) April, (C) August (D) December. Mean normalized C cell quota and N:C ratios in bacteria are

superimposed. (b) Mean modelled phosphate vertical pro�le over the 1991�2001 period at the DyfaMed station

in (A) January, (B) April, (C) August (D) December. Mean normalized C cell quota and P:C ratios in bacteria

are superimposed.

1968; Lehman et al., 1975; Geider et al., 1998), there has been a broad consensus on the role

of intracellular content in the kinetics of processes undertaken by marine plankton, such as

growth, uptake, etc. In practice, cell quotas and intracellular ratios are embedded in quota

functions regulating the rate of these processes, as �rst done by Droop (1968) for phytoplank-

ton growth rate. Since then, several authors (Kooijman, 2000; Lemesle and Mailleret, 2008;

Pahlow and Oschlies, 2013) have evidenced the mechanistic foundations of this model. In the

same way, several studies have evidenced a relationship between ammonium and phosphate re-

generation by bacteria and the C:N ratio of the substrate (Goldman et al., 1987) or the C:N:P

ratio of bacteria (Tezuka, 1990), leading bacteria to regenerate ammonium (phosphate) when

their C:N(C:P) ratio is low.

However, a given X:Y ratio may correspond to a range of cell quotas QX , QY , and therefore

to highly contrasted nutritional status of cells (see section 4.3 for more details on this point).

This led us to extend the aforementioned knowledge on intracellular ratios to cell quotas, on the

underlying assumption that absolute contents of biogenic elements in a cell (and especially that

of the most limiting element), rather than � or in addition to � intracellular ratios, may control

the rate of biogeochemical processes. For most processes embedded in the model, intracellular

ratios still play a role in the regulation of rate, but a �secondary role� (see section 2.2). For

a few of them however, namely growth (i.e. cell division rate) and mineralization by bacteria,

cell quotas are the only regulators, as done in several other models for the former process

(Burmaster, 1979; Thingstad, 2005). If heterotrophic bacteria can acquire N and P through
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inorganic nutrients, mineralization is their only way to meet their carbon requirements. As

such, intracellular carbon and therefore the carbon cell quota in bacteria can be considered

to play a particular role in the regulation of the mineralization process. Moreover, there is a

consensus in the available experimental results (e.g Goldman et al., 1987; Tezuka, 1990) that

NH4 and PO4 regeneration by bacteria increases with the decrease of C:N and C:P ratios. Such

results are not in contradiction with the fact that the mineralization rate could rather be a

function of the QC quota in bacteria rather than C:N and C:P since only intracellular ratios

are measured. More important is the observation made by these authors that the regeneration

of NH4 and PO4 by growing bacteria only occurs when the C:N and the C:P ratios of the

substrate are below a certain threshold, typically 10:1 and 60:1 respectively for C:N and C:P.

This suggests that when bacteria are carbon-repleted (i.e. when their QC = QmaxC ), whatever

their intracellular C:N ratio or C:P ratios, the mineralization rate is zero, as is the case in our

model.

Moreover, several conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 10 in which quotas and ratios are

superimposed on nutrient vertical pro�les. First, it can be seen for each biogenic element X,

that C:X ratios and the QC quota act in the same direction, and that, as a �rst approximation,

a regulation exerted by QC on the mineralization of element X is not inconsistent with a

regulation by C:X ratio. However, the surface value of QC can signi�cantly di�er from that

in C:X, especially in late summer and winter. This suggests that if the mineralization rate

was controlled by C:X instead of QC , it would be much higher, leading to an overestimation

of nutrient concentrations by the model. Also, the shape, and mostly the value, of the quota

and ratio curves at a given depth di�er. Since these curves will strongly constrain not only the

position of the top of the nutriclines, but also the slope of the nutricline, a regulation by C:X

ratios would have resulted in nutriclines with di�erent positions and slopes. However, the quite

successful representation of the nutriclines' position (Figs. 3 and 4), as well as the model's

ability to reproduce and potentially explain the vertical shift between the nitracline and the

phosphacline observed in situ in the eastern MS (Pagès et al., 2020b), suggest that the bacterial

carbon cell quota could indeed be the factor actually regulating the mineralization process by

heterotrophic bacteria (though dedicated experiments would be the best way to con�rm this

assumption).

Cell quotas are also useful to establish coherent relationships between parameters. The

model consistency is indeed improved when using a consistent set of parameters rather than

a set of parameters made up of values gathered in literature and associated with di�erent in

situ or laboratory experiments and conditions. It is for example known that under steady-state

conditions, the cell quota is the quotient of the speci�c rates of uptake and growth (Droop,

1968), and the maximum uptake rate can therefore be derived from the maximum growth rate

(see Eq. A.22) using the maximum cell quota. In the same way, cell quotas can also be used to

derive maximum food supply needs for zooplankton, and therefore to obtain parameters such

as the maximum ingestion rate (see Tab. 3 and 4).
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The introduction of PFT abundances as state variables into the model, required to derive

cell quotas, provides additional data to be compared with in situ measurements (see section

3.1). Furthermore, using abundances in addition to biomasses makes it possible to distinguish

phytoplankton growth from photosynthesis and uptake. It is indeed only under conditions of

steady-state � a condition rarely achieved in natural environments � that the uptake rate of

nutrients is equivalent to growth or the rate of photosynthesis equal to growth (Glibert et al.,

2013, and references herein). In the same way, bacterial production and bacteria cell division

rate can also be distinguished when using bacteria abundance.

4.2 Bene�ts of cell quotas with regard to model skill

With the increasing number of studies using coupled biogeochemical/physical models in oceanog-

raphy, the question of model validation has arisen, especially for the biogeochemical compart-

ment in which the complexity of biological processes in the ocean presents enormous di�culties

beyond physics (Lynch et al., 2009). Several studies (e.g. Arhonditsis and Brett, 2004; Stow

et al., 2009) have addressed this question, highlighting the relatively low skill assessment rate of

such models in literature, and pointing out the need for dedicated quantitative metrics. Some of

these metrics have been used in the Results section, and in other papers (Pagès et al., 2020b).

However, the use of a root mean squared error (RMSE) or an average error to measure the

size of the discrepancies between predicted and observed values can be excessively unfavourable

in some cases. For example, the point-by-point comparison of modelled chlorophyll with a

satellite-derived surface chlorophyll map using a RMSE may indicate a poor performance of the

model while the model produces a good representation of the main features albeit with a slight

spatial shift.

The di�culty of quantifying model skill also lies in the scarcity of data, though several

technologies (gliders, drifting �oats, etc.) have considerably increased the amount available in

the last decade, at least for some variables (namely chlorophyll a and macro-nutrients). How-

ever, biogeochemical models generally encompass many more state variables than chlorophyll

and nutrients, for which no data, or a very limited amount, are available. In this context, cell

abundances as used in the present model provide an additional opportunity for comparison with

data, with the double bene�t that they are direct data (useable without any conversion factor),

and that they can be available at high time frequency with the recent technology of automated

and autonomous Cytobuoy b.v. �ow cytometers for in situ operation (Dubelaar et al., 1999;

Thyssen et al., 2008; Marrec et al., 2018; Rousselet et al., 2019).

4.3 Cell quotas allow a deeper comprehension of trophic relations and ecosys-

tem functioning

Cell quotas di�er from intracellular ratios in that they are absolute quantities while intracellular

ratios are relative quantities. As such, the information provided by intracellular ratios is only
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partial. This is well illustrated by Fig. 7 in which a given C:N ratio value may correspond to

very contrasted nutritional state of cells in terms of carbon and nitrogen. Hence, the information

provided by intracellular ratios is only partial and cannot be used alone for a full characterization

of the nutrient status of organisms in the planktonic food web, or an in-depth analysis and

comprehension of the associated biogeochemical �uxes.

Another possibility o�ered by models including cell quotas and abundances is that both the

cellular/individual and the population scales can be captured. As an example, the time delay

between a phosphate enrichment in phosphate-limited waters in a mesocosm and the increase

in primary production that was observed several days later, could be explained and reproduced

using a model very similar to the present one except that diazotrophs have been included. In

substance, the model revealed that at individual scale, the e�ect of the phosphate enrichment

was immediate (the P quota increased rapidly in planktonic cells after the enrichment) while

it took more than �ve days before the e�ect at population scale, namely the increase in PP,

could be observed (Gimenez et al., 2016). This study also suggested that classical short-term

(i.e. around two-day long) microcosm experiments used to quantify nutrient limitations of pri-

mary production should be called into question.

The suitability of cell quotas to be used as a proxy for nutritional quality is another im-

portant feature. The nutritional quality of organisms present in the ecosystem indeed a�ects

not only their own growth potential, but also the activities of other organisms. This is well

illustrated by prey-predator interactions where the nutritional value of the prey is a key aspect

of the predator population success (Glibert et al., 2013). In this respect, using another very

similar model to the present one, except that it includes the ctenophore Mnemiopsis leidyi

(ML), it has been shown that for a given available prey biomass, ML population abundance

was maximum for the prey with the highest nutritional value (Alekseenko et al., 2019). In

other words, when considering a given number of prey of low quality versus a lower number

of prey with higher nutritional quality, the carbon biomass of prey being identical in the two

situations, the population growth of the predator is higher in the latter situation. This stoichio-

metric modulation of predation (SMP) as de�ned by Mitra and Flynn (2005) is made possible

by the representation of each PFT in terms of an abundance in addition to one or several

biomasses, thereby allowing the use of functional responses for grazing expressed in terms of

individuals of prey per individuals of predators. Hence, as mentioned by Glibert et al. (2013),

"robust foodweb/ecosystem models should incorporate not only kinetic parametrization, but

also su�cient description of material composition that relates to nutrition". The introduction

of cell quotas in biogeochemical models is therefore a signi�cant contribution towards this end.

Furthermore, for metazoans, intracellular quotas can also be seen as a proxy of size. In Pagès

et al. (2020b), using the same model as the one presented in this study (see A), a reduction

of the carbon quota in copepods has been simulated by the model over the period 1985�2010,

due to the reduction in phosphate inputs from the Mediterranean rivers. Considering that this

reduction in carbon quota can be interpreted as a reduction in copepod size, this result could
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provide a possible explanation for the reduction in size of small pelagic �shes observed over the

last decades (Voulgaridou and Stergiou, 2003; Saraux et al., 2019) since they mainly feed on

copepods. Cell quotas were also helpful to fully explain the mechanisms of DOC accumulation

in MS surface water during summer (Guyennon et al., 2015).

In the present study, other bene�ts of cell quotas are highlighted. First, as already men-

tioned, they complete the information provided by intracellular ratios alone since a given in-

tracellular ratio may correspond to very di�erent nutritional states of organisms (see Figure

2). Moreover, which of the biogeonic elements most limits PFT growth is an important item

of information which is easily provided by intracellular ratios, at least when two elements are

compared. This is less straightforward when the comparison between three or more elements

has to be undertaken. By contrast, the most-limiting element among any number of elements

can easily be derived using intracellular quotas. This allowed to verify that the model was able

to reproduce the well-known west-east increase of phytoplankton growth limitation by P (e.g.

Krom et al., 1991), since N limitation or N/P colimitation of phytoplankton growth were pre-

vailing in the Western Basin and P-limitation was prevailing in the Eastern Basin (see Pagès

et al. (2020a), Fig. 7 A and C). For heterotrophic bacteria, the model can reproduce the

main results obtained by Van Wambeke et al. (2002) showing that during summer, bacteria

in surface waters are P-limited everywhere in the Mediterranean Sea, except in the Alboran

Sea, and that a switch from P-limitation towards C-limitation with depth was observed at two

contrasted stations respectively in the Northwestern and Southeastern (Ionian) Mediterranean

Sea. The outputs of our model are in agreement with these observations since C-limitation is

observed in the Alboran Sea all along the year, and especially during summer (i.e. the period of

the above mentioned study), while P-limitation is observed everywhere else during that season

(Fig. 8(a)). The switch from P to C limitation of bacterial production (BP) with depth at the

two aforementioned contrasted stations is also reproduced by the model since the most limiting

element switch to carbon when the analysis is done on the 0�100 m layer (see Fig. 8(b)). In-

tracellular quotas also allow to evidence some seasonal shifts in BP limitation, but only in the

surface waters of the Western Mediterranean Sea, namely from C (in winter) to P-limitation

everywhere except in the Alboran Sea and along the Algerian and Tunisian coasts where the

shift is from C to N-limitation according to the model (Fig. 8(a)) and these results are consis-

tent with the enrichment experiments performed in the NW Mediterranean by Pinhassi et al.

(2006). Switches from C-limitation (in winter, especially in the Western Basin) to N and/or

P limitation also occur according to the model for both the small and large phytoplankton

(results not shown). Finally, the most limiting nutrient (here denoted Xl) can itself be present

at di�erent levels in the [Qmin
Xl

;Qmax
Xl

] range associated with this element. This information is

of fundamental importance since, according to the value of QXl
, cell division and population

growth can occur or not. As an example, regarding the C:N ratio of small phytoplankton in

April (Fig. 7), it is quite homogeneous over the Mediterranean Sea, except perhaps in the
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region of the Gulf of Gabes and the Ionian Sea, thus suggesting that PHYS cells are roughly

in the same nutritional state throughout the MS. However, when looking at the carbon and

nitrogen quotas for PHYS, the conclusion is not really the same, rather suggesting that, at

basin scale, PHYS cells are more and more rich in carbon when going eastward. The analysis

of nitrogen quotas is less straightforward, exhibiting the highest values where PHYS is either

strongly P-limited as in the Levantine basin (results not shown) or located in a nitrogen-rich

region (Adriatic Sea, region of the bloom in the NW MS, etc.). In short, access to informa-

tion provided by cell quotas allows a more in-depth analysis of the e�ective nutritional state of

organisms and thereby of the associated biogeochemical processes and �uxes.

Another interesting item of information provided by intracellular quotas concerns the oc-

currence of the spring bloom. The purpose here is not to propose a new theory to explain

the onset of the bloom on the basis of a combination of physical (e.g. mixed layer depth) and

biological (e.g. phytoplantkon grazing by zooplankton) considerations. A very large body of

literature has already been dedicated to this purpose, from Sverdrup's precursor critical depth

theory (Sverdrup, 1953) that the vernal, or spring, bloom is initiated when the mixed layer

depth becomes shallower then the critical depth. Taking into account its underlying hypothe-

sis, and some unsuccessful comparisons with in situ data and with other theoretical models, this

theory has been widely debated in the literature (e.g. Huisman et al., 1999; Irigoien et al., 2005;

Behrenfeld, 2010) and a synthesis of the di�erent theories established since Sverdrup's work has

for example been proposed in Lindemann and St. John (2014) for the North-Atlantic. Here, we

rather aim to focus on the link between the intracellular status of phytoplankton, and especially

large phytoplankton (PHYL), and the occurrence of the spring bloom. As already mentioned,

though the model fails in representing the fall bloom, there is a strong (qualitative) correla-

tion between the spring bloom exhibited by satellite data and the modelled PHYL chlorophyll

(see Fig. 9). The modelled PHYLCHL can therefore be used to explore the link between the

spring bloom and the nutritional status of PHYL. The �rst conclusion that can be drawn is

that the C:N and C:P ratios alone are insu�cient to fully explain the spring bloom dynamics.

If in fall, the increase in PHYLCHL and that in both quota functions calculated with ratios

are simultaneous, suggesting that the recovery of nutrients through vertical mixing is the �rst

starter of the increase in PHYLCHL, nothing can be derived from these ratios either concerning

the moment of the occurrence of the bloom peak (the peaks of the ratio curves and PHYLCHL

curve are staggered), or its intensity since the dynamics of PHYLCHL and quota function curves

di�er. The information lacking can be provided by the quota functions involving cell quotas

which allow the following steps to be identi�ed (note that in order to alleviate the text, the

X quota QX will sometimes be used instead of the quota function based on QX (i.e. fDroopX )

since both develop in the same direction, either increasing or decreasing): As early as October

and no later than November, a rapid and simultaneous increase in fDroopN and fDroopP occurs,

indicating as already suggested with ratios, that growth was nutrient-limited so far, and more
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precisely P-limited. This increase is accompanied by an increase in PHYLCHL, but the latter is

far less rapid. Two explanations can be put forward to explain this di�erence. First, quotas are

representative of the nutritional status at the cell scale, while PHYLCHL is an indicator at the

population scale, and there is a time-lag of a few days between the response at cell scale and at

population scale that has already been evidenced and discussed in Gimenez et al. (2016). The

second explanation lies in the dynamics of QC and thereby that of fDroopC : it decreases with

solar irradiance from July to December and becomes lower than fDroopP from November and no

later than December. In such conditions, PHYL population growth cannot experience the same

(though delayed) rapid increase as that observed in fDroopP and fDroopN since it is restrained

by the control exerted by QC . This control will persist until March, namely the moment of

the maximum in PHYLCHL, thereby suggesting that the bloom's intensity is controlled by QC .

From April, the nutrient quota functions fDroopN and fDroopP , which started to decline from

January-February, become weaker than fDroopC and regain control of population growth and

primary production. This situation characterized by low QN and QP values will last until the

next autumn when a new cycle will start. In short, the maximum of the bloom peak will occur,

almost to the day, at the moment at which QC reaches its highest value before the regaining of

control by QP , with the understanding that external conditions, and especially vertical mixing,

will constrain the dynamics of QN and QP .

5 Conclusion

Biogeochemical models, among which PFT models, have been subject to a number of devel-

opments over the last decades. Among them, the introduction of �exible-stoichiometry and

the associated intracellular ratios, has resulted in an enhanced knowledge of the ocean's bio-

geochemical dynamics. In this paper, our aim was to go further in this approach, with the

introduction, for the description of each PFT, of abundance and the associated intracellular

quotas. This has already been done in a few other models before the Eco3M-MED model pre-

sented here. To our knowledge, it is however the �rst model in this category to be used in

3D modelling studies, and the aim of this paper is to highlight the bene�ts provided by cell

quotas. A preliminary work was dedicated to the comparison of model outputs with avail-

able data, allowing us to conclude, based on these comparisons and several others presented

elsewhere, that the coupled model could be used to study the biogeochemical dynamics of the

Mediterranean Sea. This paper also presents the way quotas are used to regulate the kinetics

of some of the biogeochemical processes involved in the model, using original formulations such

as, for example, for the mineralization process. Based on previous experimental work and on

the fact that the position and the slopes of the nutriclines are quite well represented by the

model, we suggest that mineralization and hydrolysis could indeed be primarily driven by the

carbon quota of bacteria, as this is implemented in the model. This paper also aggregates the

major results from previous studies based on previous but quite similar versions of the present
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model and associated with intracellular quotas. The model could indeed highlight the time-lag

between the short-term response of organisms at individual scale (the e�ect of a phosphate

enrichment was immediately perceptible on the P quota of organisms) and the more long-term

response (several days) at population scale, thereby suggesting that microcosm experiments

used to quantify nutrient limitations of primary production should not be too short. In the

context of another study, it has been shown that for a given available prey biomass, predator

population abundance was maximum for the prey with the richest nutritional value, i.e. with

the highest intracellular quota. Finally, other interesting aspects have been evidenced in the

present paper. It �rst shows that intracellular quotas provide a more in-depth knowledge on

the intracellular status of organisms, since similar intracellular ratios can correspond to very

contrasted intracellular quotas and nutritional status, as evidenced here for example in April for

small phytoplankton in the Mediterranean Sea. Intracellular quotas were also used to provide

a seasonal description of the nutritional status of phytoplankton in the north-western MS in

relation with chlorophyll dynamics. Internal conditions for the occurrence and the intensity

of the spring bloom have also been explored. These investigations suggests that the carbon

quota in phytoplankton could be the main internal driver of the spring bloom since it seems to

control phytoplankton growth during winter and until the occurrence of the maximum peak of

the bloom, followed by the decrease in chlorophyll coinciding with the moment were N and/or P

become more limiting than carbon. Finally, if the introduction of abundances in PFT models in-

creases the computational costs, since the number of state variables and processes is increased,

we have attempted to demonstrate throughout this paper that the bene�ts provided by cell

quotas clearly outweigh these costs.
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A Full description of the Eco3M-MED biogeochemical model

This appendix provides a full description of the updated version of the Eco3M-MED model since

its original version in Alekseenko et al. (2014). However, the underlying mechanisms depicted

by the following mathematical formulations are not extensively described here and can be found

in the previous articles already cited in the text.

A.1 State variables

The state variables of the Eco3M-MED model are given in Tab. 1.

A.2 Mathematical formulations for biogeochemical processes

A.2.1 Growth of unicellular plankton functional types

Each unicellular PFT is described in terms of an abundance, the dynamics of which is driven

by cell division (the case of the metazoan mesozooplankton is treated apart). The PFT's

population speci�c growth rate fµ is controlled by the most limiting biogenic element among

C, N and P, through the classical Droop quota function combined with Leibig's law of the

minimum:

fµ = µ̄ ·min
X

(
fDroopX

)
(A.1)

In this formulation, µ̄ stands for the maximum theoretical speci�c growth rate of the PFT's

population, and fDroopX for the Droop quota function (see Eq. A.2) in which QX stands for the

intracellular content in a given element X among C, N and P:

fDroopX =

(
1 −

Qmin
X

QX

)
(A.2)

A.2.2 Growth of mesozooplankton

Eq. A.1 is also used to describe the dynamics of mesozooplankton population (Z), i.e. the speci�c

population growth rate (which corresponds to egg production rate). The life phase between egg

and adult stages, i.e. the �juvenile phase�, is not explicitly represented. Instead, as spawning

occurs, the entire amount of material required to grow from egg stage to young adult stage is

instantly and explicitly transferred from the prey biomass pools (PHYL, CIL and HNF) to the

adult pool (see Eq. A.3). In other words, the time-lag between the egg and adult stages is not

accounted for by the model, but the accumulated ingested food needed for the juvenile growth

is explicitly taken into account through implicit Z juvenile grazing on Z prey. This grazing

during juvenile stages is implicitly represented in the model through the following expression:

fgjuvz = 0.85 QZ,min
C · fµz (A.3)
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Table 1: List of the model's state variables and associated acronyms and units

Variables Notations Units

Mesozooplankton abundance Z ind l−1

Mesozooplankton carbon concentration ZC (mol C) l−1

Ciliate cellular abundance CIL cell l−1

Ciliate carbon concentration CILC (mol C) l−1

Ciliate nitrogen concentration CILN (mol N) l−1

Ciliate phosphate concentration CILP (mol P) l−1

Heterotrophic nano�agellate cellular abundance HNF cell l−1

Heterotrophic nano�agellate carbon concentration HNFC (mol C) l−1

Heterotrophic nano�agellate nitrogen concentration HNFN (mol N) l−1

Heterotrophic nano�agellate phosphate concentration HNFP (mol P) l−1

Heterotrophic bacteria cellular abundance BAC cell l−1

Heterotrophic bacteria carbon concentration BACC (mol C) l−1

Heterotrophic bacteria nitrogen concentration BACN (mol N) l−1

Heterotrophic bacteria phosphate concentration BACP (mol P) l−1

Small phytoplankton cellular abundance PHYS (cell l−1

Small phytoplankton carbon concentration PHYSC (mol C) l−1

Small phytoplankton chlorophyll concentration PHYSCHL (g Chl) l−1

Small phytoplankton nitrogen concentration PHYSN (mol N) l−1

Small phytoplankton phosphate concentration PHYSP (mol P) l−1

Large phytoplankton cellular abundance PHYL cell l−1

Large phytoplankton carbon concentration PHYLC (mol C) l−1

Large phytoplankton chlorophyll concentration PHYLCHL (g Chl) l−1

Large phytoplankton nitrogen concentration PHYLN (mol N) l−1

Large phytoplankton phosphate concentration PHYLP (mol P) l−1

Nitrate concentration NO3 (mol N) l−1

Ammonium concentration NH4 (mol N) l−1

Phosphate concentration PO4 (mol P) l−1

Labile dissolved organic carbon concentration LDOC (mol C) l−1

Semi-labile dissolved organic carbon concentration SLDOC (mol C) l−1

Labile dissolved organic nitrogen concentration LDON (mol N) l−1

Labile dissolved organic phosphate concentration LDOP (mol P) l−1

Large detrital particulate carbon concentration DETLC (mol C) l−1

Large detrital particulate nitrogen concentration DETLN (mol N) l−1

Large detrital particulate phosphate concentration DETLP (mol P) l−1

Small detrital particulate carbon concentration DETSC (mol C) l−1

Small detrital particulate nitrogen concentration DETSN (mol N) l−1

Small detrital particulate phosphate concentration DETSP (mol P) l−1

and arbitrarily distributed on three possible food, namely ciliates (30%), HNF (50%) and de-

tritital material (20%), PHYL considered as being too large to be grazed by juveniles. Since Z
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is only represented through an abundance and a carbon biomass, the N and P �uxes associated

with the grazing by the juvenile Z are redirected to DETS.

A.2.3 Photosynthesis, Chlorophyll production and photoacclimation

The model uses Han (2002) mechanistic formulation for photosynthesis at steady state (see Baklouti

et al. (2006b) for full details on this formulation and for the justi�cation for the use of the

steady-state version). In Han's model, each PSII is assumed to be in one of three possible

states, namely open (i.e. reactive), closed (i.e. already activated), or photoinhibited. It also

considers that the quantum yield of carbon �xation, and thus the speci�c primary production

rate fPP
nr , is proportional to the PSII probability of being open, and to the maximum quantum

yield φC
max.

fPP
nr =

φC
max · ā∗ · E · θ

1 + σpsii · E · τ + (kHd /kr) · (σpsii · E)2 · τ
(A.4)

In Eq. A.4, ā∗ stands for the spectrally-integrated Chl a-speci�c absorption coe�cient over

the [400�700] nm range, E for the irradiance, θ for the chlorophyll to carbon ratio, σpsii for

the e�ective cross-section of PSII, τ for the turnover time of electron transfer, kHd for the

dimensionless PSII damage rate, kr for the PSII repair rate.

Chlorophyll synthesis has already been described in Eq. 9. The resulting plasticity of the Chl:C

ratio allows the photoacclimation of phytoplankton under light-limited conditions. However,

this photoacclimation proved to be insu�cient in the case of very low light conditions as encoun-

tered in the region of deep chlorophyll maximum in the Eastern Mediterranean Basin. Using a

function of irradiance (Eq. A.5) instead of a �xed value for the maximum Chl:C ratio θmax
C has

partially solved this problem.

θmax
C = 0.6 · exp (−0.3 · E) + 0.6 (A.5)

A.2.4 Gross and net uptake

The gross uptake rate of nutrients or dissolved organic matter by phytoplankton or bacteria is

classically represented through a Michaelis�Menten formulation:

fuptX = V max
X · [X]

KX + [X]
, (A.6)

where V max
X is the maximum uptake rate of element X and KX the associated half-saturation

constant. The inhibition of nitrate and DON uptake by ammonium and that of DOP by

phosphate is also taken into account through the Harrison et al. (1996) formulation where [INH]

is the inhibitor's concentration and KINH the inhibition constant. The speci�c uptake rate of a

given element X in the presence of an inhibitor INH writes:

fuptX,INH = V max
X · [X]

KX + [X]
· 1

1 +
[INH]

KINH

(A.7)
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Finally, the feedback regulation of gross uptake of nutrients by the intracellular status of phy-

toplankton and bacteria has already been described in section 2.2.1.

A.2.5 Carbon net �ux

Net carbon �uxes are calculated in the same way as nutrient net �uxes but with slight di�erences.

Let us note Fin an in�ow of carbon (either due to photosynthesis, grazing or DOC uptake) and

proceeding at the speci�c rate rC, the excess carbon out�ow is calculated as follows:

� if (QPFT
C ≤ QPFT,min

C ) or (QPFT
C ≥ QPFT,max

C ), Fnet and Fout are respectively given by

Eqs. 6 and 5 in which X=C,

� else,

Fout = rC ·max (1− hQC
, 1− hQNC

, 1− hQPC
) · PFTX (A.8)

where hQC
is given by Eq. 2 in which C stands for X, and hQNC

and hQPC
are calculated

according to A.9 in which Y either stands for N or P:

hQYC
=

(
QYC −Qmin

YC

Qmax
YC −Qmin

YC

)nn
(A.9)

The value for nn exponent is set equal to 0.06 for heterotrophs and to 0.3 for autotrophs. The

latter are indeed considered to have a di�erent strategy than heterotrophs regarding carbon

since it is provided by photosynthesis.

A.2.6 Grazing

The grazing speci�c rate is represented by a Holling II formulation (Holling, 1959) as revisited

by (Kooijman, 2000):

fgprey =
Im[prey]
Im
F

+ [prey]
(A.10)

where Im is the maximum ingestion rate of the grazer, F either the clearance (for �lter feeding

organisms) or the attack rate, and [prey]i the prey concentration of the prey (in cell l−1).

It is generalized to several (here nprey) preys using the �kill the winner�(KTW) formulation

depicted in Vallina et al. (2014), which combines active switching (i.e., the preference of a

predator for a given prey depends on prey density) and an ingestion rate always increasing with

the total biomass of prey. This active-switching formulation was used to preserve food web

diversity and to prevent unrealistic predator�prey oscillations. The variable prey preference

(σi) for prey i due to active switching is de�ned as a function of the constant prey preference

parameter for prey i (φi) as follows:

σi =
φi[PREYi]

nprey∑
k=1

[PREYk]

(A.11)
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The grazing speci�c rate on prey i is given by:

fgPREYi =
σiFi[PREYi]

nprey∑
k=1

σkFk
Ikm

[PREYk]

·

(nprey∑
k=1

φkFk

Ikm
[PREYk]

)2

1 +

(nprey∑
k=1

φkFk

Ikm
[PREYk]

)2 (A.12)

Finally, the feedback regulation of grazing �uxes by the internal status is achieved in the same

way as for uptake regulation. For mesozooplankton, excess carbon will either be redirected

towards LDOC (excretion, Eq. A.54) or DETL (faecal pellets, Eq. A.58). Moreover, since

mesozooplankton is only represented in terms of an abundance and a C concentration (and not

in N and P concentrations), the N and P �uxes associated with mesozooplankton grazing feed

the DOX (N and P redirected �uxes in Eqs. A.56 and A.56) and DETSX compartments (N and

P redirected �uxes in Eqs. A.61 and A.62). For micro- and mesozooplankton, the excreted C,

N and P �uxes feed the LDOC, NH4 and PO4 compartments, respectively.

A.2.7 Respiration

As in Baklouti et al. (2006b), the energy costs associated with the main phytoplankton activities

have been included in the respiration term as follows:

f respPHY = rg f
PP +

∑
nut

runut · fuptnut · (1− hQX
) where

nut ∈ {NO3,NH4,PO4} (A.13)

rg and runut respectively represent the cost associated with growth and uptake of nutrient nut

(see Tab. 6 for the units of these parameters).

The same is done for heterotrophic bacteria with DOM and DIM uptake:

f respBAC =
∑
nut

runut · fuptnut · (1− hQX
) where

nut ∈ {NO3,NH4,PO4,DON,DOP, LDOC, SLDOC} (A.14)

Finally, zooplankton respiration is proportional to the net growth rate through:

f respZOO = rzg ·Q
ZOO,min
C · fµZOO where zoo ∈ {Z,CIL,HNF} (A.15)

A.2.8 Mortality

The speci�c rate of natural mortality is represented for a given PFT through a linear function

which is applied not only to cellular abundances but to each concentration of this PFT:

fm = km (A.16)
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The model closure is achieved through a quadratic function implicitly representing the grazing

pressure applied on mesozooplankton and large phytoplankton by higher trophic levels:

fmq = kmq (A.17)

A.2.9 Hydrolysis, mineralization and nitri�cation

In the model, large detrital particles (DETL) are hydrolysed into small detrital particles (DETS),

and small detrital particles to dissolved organic matter (DOM). As for mineralization, the hy-

drolysis speci�c rate of a given detrital material DETX (X ∈{N;P}) is a function of the carbon

quota in bacteria:

fhyddetxbac =
1

86400 τhyd
· hBAC

QC
(A.18)

where τhyd is the turnover time of DETX.

Moreover, based on the explanations provided in section 2.2 and on an out�ow calculated with

both quotas and ratio, the speci�c rate of mineralization of DOX (X either stands for N or P)

into NH4 and PO4 writes:

f remdox

BAC = fuptdox ·max
(
1− hBAC

QX
, 1− hBAC

QXC

)
· hBAC

QC
(A.19)

foutdoxBAC = fuptdox ·max
(
1− hBAC

QX
, 1− hBAC

QXC

)
· (1− hBAC

QC
) (A.20)

Finally, concerning nitri�cation, it is described by a classical �rst order (i.e. linear) kinetics

with τnit the nitri�cation rate constant, and writes:

fnitnh4 = τnit (A.21)

All the functions used in the model are summarized in Tab. 2.

A.3 Model parameters and equations

A.3.1 Model functions

The name and the units of the mathematical functions included in the Eco3M-Med model are

given in Tab. 2.

A.3.2 Model parameters

The model parameters for mesozooplankton, micro- and nanozooplankton, heterotrophic bac-

teria and phytoplankton are respectively given in Tabs. 3, 4, 5 and 6. Furthermore, some of

the parameters are derived from a subset of reference parameters (see 2.3). Hence, Eq. A.22

relating the maximum uptake rate of a given element and the maximum speci�c growth rate
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Table 2: Mathematical functions involved in the model. The terms cell, pred and prey used in the units column

respectively refer to a number of cells, a number of predators and a number of preys.

Symbol De�nition Units

fµ Speci�c growth rate s−1

fPChl Speci�c chlorophyll production rate gChl cell−1 s−1

fPP
nr Speci�c gross primary production rate (nutrient repleted) s−1

f
uptNUTX

PFT Speci�c gross uptake rate of nutrient NUTX by PFT mol X cell−1 s−1

f
uptDOMX

PFT Speci�c gross uptake rate of DOMX mol X cell−1 s−1

fg
prey

pred Speci�c grazing rate of prey by pred prey pred−1 s−1

fgjuvz Speci�c grazing rate by Z juveniles mol C ind−1 s−1

fresp Speci�c respiration rate s−1

fhyd Speci�c hydrolysis rate s−1

frem Speci�c mineralization rate mol X cell−1s−1

fnit
nh4

Speci�c rate of nitri�cation s−1

fm Speci�c natural mortality rate s−1

fmq Speci�c quadratic mortality rate cell (or ind.)−1 m3 s−1

hQX
Quota function calculated with the X quota �

hQXY Quota function calculated with the X:Y ratio �

QPFT
X Intracellular X quota in a given PFT mol X cell−1 or mol X ind.−1

conveys the fact that at steady-state and in nutrient-replete conditions, the maximum uptake

rate of a given element should allow the population maximal growth to be sustained:

V max
X = µ̄ ·Qmax

X (A.22)

When nutrient concentration tends towards 0, the Michaëlis�Menten uptake rate should be

proportional to the external di�usion of nutrients (both �uxes can actually not be equalized

since they are not expressed in the same units (one being in mol cell−1 s−1 and the other in mol

s−1), and due to the fact that the di�usion �ux considers the whole cell surface while nutrient

uptake only occurs on speci�c uptake sites. Furthermore, we consider in this new version

that phytoplankton and bacteria are rather cigar-shaped (ellipsoid) than spherical. In such

conditions, and considering the semiaxes a and b with a2 � b, the di�usion �ux writes (Kiorboe,

2008):

Fdi� =
4πDaX∞

ln
(

2a
b

) (A.23)

where D is the molecular di�usion coe�cient of the nutrient and X∞ its concentration in the

medium (i.e. far form the cell surface). Posing a = H
2 and b = a

10 , and considering that the

uptake �ux tends towards V max X∞
Ks

when X∞ → 0, one can write:

V max

Ks
= A · 4πDH

2 ln(20)
(A.24)

where A, is a constant of proportionality, arbitrarily �xed to 1000 in order to obtain KS values

in a realistic order of magnitude (see Tables 5 and 6).
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Table 3: Model parameters for mesozooplankton (copepods).

Symbol De�nition Units Value

z

Mesozooplankton

Individual contents and growth

µ̄ Maximum speci�c growth rate s−1 0.5 10−6

QZ,min
C Minimum carbon quota mol ind−1 3 10−7

QZ,max
C Maximum carbon quota mol ind−1 7 10−7

Grazing

F Clearance rate (prey1) l pred−1 s−1 1.6 10−5 (cil)

F Clearance rate (prey2) l pred−1 s−1 10−6 (hnf)

F Clearance rate (prey3) l pred−1 s−1 4 10−6 (phyl)

Imax Max. ingestion rate (prey1) prey pred−1 s−1 0.05 (cil)

Imax Max. ingestion rate (prey2) prey pred−1 s−1 0.3 (hnf)

Imax Max. ingestion rate (prey3) prey pred−1 s−1 0.18 (phyl)

φ1 Preference for (prey1) � 0.35 (cil)

φ2 Preference for (prey2) � 0.25 (hnf)

φ3 Preference for (prey3) � 0.4 (phyl)

β1 Preference of Z juvenile for CIL � 0.3

β2 Preference of Z juvenile for HNF � 0.5

β3 Preference of Z juvenile for DETS � 0.2

Mortality

km Speci�c natural mortality rate s−1 1.16 10−7

kmq Speci�c quadratic mortality rate ind−1 l s−1 1 10−7

Respiration and excretion

rg Energetic cost for growth (Eq. A.15) � 3 10−7

Others

ε Proportion of released �ow to faecal pellets � 0.3

β Redirection of N and P grazing �uxes towards DET � 0.1

γ Proportion of lost food due to sloppy feeding � 0.1
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Table 4: Model parameters for micro- and nanozooplankton. Parameter values have been taken from Perez

et al. (1997); Sherr et al. (1989); Christaki et al. (1999) for ciliates, and from Christaki et al. (1999, 2009) for

HNF, or have been derived from other parameters.

Symbol De�nition Units Value Value

cil hnf

Nano- and microzooplankton

Intracellular quotas and growth

µ̄ Maximum speci�c growth rate s−1 1.25 10−5 2.05 10−5

Qmin
P Minimum phosphate quota mol cell−1 1.27 10−12 1.15 10−15

Qmax
P Maximum phosphate quota mol cell−1 3 Qmin

P 3 Qmin
P

Qmin
N Minimum nitrogen quota mol cell−1 2.03 10−11 1.84 10−14

Qmax
N Maximum nitrogen quota mol cell−1 3 Qmin

N 3 Qmin
N

Qmin
C Minimum carbon quota mol cell−1 1.35 10−10 1.22 10−13

Qmax
C Maximum carbon quota mol cell−1 3 Qmin

C 3 Qmin
C

Qmin
CN Minimum C:N ratio in Zoo. mol mol−1 Qmin

C /Qmax
N Qmin

C /Qmax
N

Qmax
CN Maximum C:N ratio in Zoo. mol mol−1 Qmax

C /Qmin
N Qmax

C /Qmin
N

Qmin
CP Minimum C:P ratio in Zoo. mol mol−1 Qmin

C /Qmax
P Qmin

C /Qmax
P

Qmax
CP Maximum C:P ratio in Zoo. mol mol−1 Qmax

C /Qmin
P Qmax

C /Qmin
P

Grazing

F Clearance rate (prey1) l ind−1 s−1 10−9 (hnf) 0.1 10−10(phys)

F Clearance rate (prey2) l ind−1 s−1 6.25 10−9 (phys) 5 10−12(bac)

F Clearance rate (prey3) l ind−1 s−1 6.25 10−9 (bac) �

Imax Max. ingestion rate (prey1) ind ind−1 s−1 7 10−3 (hnf) 10−4 (phys)

Imax Max. ingestion rate (prey2) ind ind−1 s−1 8 10−2 (phys) 10−3 (bac)

Imax Max. ingestion rate (prey3) ind ind−1 s−1 0.4 (bac) �

φ1 Preference for (prey1) � 0.65 (hnf) 0.3 (phys)

φ2 Preference for (prey2) � 0.2 (phys) 0.7 (bac)

φ3 Preference for (prey3) � 0.15 (bac) �

rg Energetic cost for growth (Eq. A.15) � 1.3 10−11 1.2 10−14

Mortality

km Speci�c natural mortality rate s−1 1.16 10−6 1.16 10−6
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Table 5: Model parameters for heterotrophic bacteria. Parameter values are either taken from Thingstad (2005),

Guyennon et al. (2015), Mauriac et al. (2011) and references herein, or calculated from other parameters. DNO3,

DNH4, DPO4, DDON, DDOP are the di�usion coe�cient of NO3, NH4, PO4, DON and DOP, respectively equal

to 1.7 10−9, 1.9 10−9, 7.5 10−10, 3 10−10, 3 10−10 m2 s−1.

Symbol De�nition Units Value

Heterotrophic bacteria

Intracellular quotas and growth

µ̄ Maximum speci�c growth rate s−1 3.6 10−5

QminP Minimum phosphate quota mol cell−1 7.6 10−18

Qmax
P Maximum phosphate quota mol cell−1 3 QminP

QminN Minimum nitrogen quota mol cell−1 1.21 10−16

Qmax
N Maximum nitrogen quota mol cell−1 3 QminN

QminC Minimum carbon quota mol cell−1 8.06 10−16

Qmax
C Maximum carbon quota mol cell−1 3 QminC

Qmin
CN

Minimum C:N ratio in bac. mol mol−1 QminC /Qmax
N

Qmax
CN

Maximum C:N ratio in bac. mol mol−1 Qmax
C /QminN

Qmin
CP

Minimum C:P ratio in bac. mol mol−1 QminC /Qmax
P

Qmax
CP

Maximum C:P ratio in bac. mol mol−1 Qmax
C /QminP

Nutrient uptake

H Major axis of the cigar-shaped cells µm 0.8

V max
N Maximum uptake rate for NH4, NO3 and DON mol N cell−1 s−1 µ̄ ·Qmax

N

KNH4 Half-saturation constant for NH4 uptake mol N l−1 Eq. A.24 using DNH4

KNO3 Half-saturation constant for NO3 uptake mol N l−1 Eq. A.24 using DNO3

KDON Half-saturation constant for DON mol N l−1 Eq. A.24 using DDON

V max
P Maximum uptake rate for PO4 mol P cell−1 s−1 µ̄ ·Qmax

P

KPO4 Half-saturation constant for PO4 uptake mol P l−1 Eq. A.24 using DPO4

KDOP Half-saturation constant for DOP mol P l−1 Eq. A.24 using DDOP

KNO3
inh Inhibition of nitrate uptake by ammonium mol l−1 5 10−6

KDON
inh Inhibition of DON uptake by ammonium mol l−1 5 10−6

KDOP
inh Inhibition of DOP uptake by Phosphate mol l−1 5 10−6

Vmax
LDOC

Maximum uptake rate for LDOC and SLDOC mol cell−1 s−1 µ̄ ·Qmax
C

KLDOC Half-saturation constant for LDOC mol l−1 4 10−7

KSLDOC Half-saturation constant for SLDOC mol l−1 1 10−5

Respiration

ruDON Energetic cost for the uptake of DON (mol C) (mol N)−1 0.397

ruDOP Energetic cost for the uptake of DOP (mol C) (mol P)−1 0.155

ruLDOC Energetic cost for the uptake of LDOC � 0.15

ruSLDOC Energetic cost for the uptake of SLDOC � 0.25

Hydrolysis and nitri�cation

τDETS
hyd Turnover time for the hydrol. of DETS d 7.5

τDETL
hyd Turnover time for the hydrol. of DETL d 4.5

τnit Nitri�cation rate constant s−1 3 10−5

Mortality

km Speci�c natural mortality rate s−1 1.16 10−6
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Table 6: Model parameters for phytoplankton. Parameter values are either taken from Thingstad (2005),

Han (2002), Baklouti et al. (2006b), Guyennon et al. (2015), Mauriac et al. (2011) and references herein, or

calculated from other parameters. DNO3, DNH4, DPO4, DDON, DDOP are the di�usion coe�cient of NO3, NH4,

PO4, DON and DOP, respectively equal to 1.7 10−9, 1.9 10−9, 7.5 10−10, 3 10−10, 3 10−10 m2 s−1.

Symbol De�nition Units Value Value

phyl phys

Phytoplankton

Intracellular quotas and growth

µ̄ Maximum speci�c growth rate s−1 2.3 10−5 3.2 10−5

QminP Minimum phosphate quota mol cell−1 2.15 10−14 6.45 10−17

Qmax
P Maximum phosphate quota mol cell−1 3 QminP 3 QminP

QminN Minimum nitrogen quota mol cell−1 3.44 10−13 1.03 10−15

Qmax
N Maximum nitrogen quota mol cell−1 3 QminN 3 QminN

QminC Minimum carbon quota mol cell−1 2.27 10−12 6.83 10−15

Qmax
C Maximum carbon quota mol cell−1 3 QminC 3 QminC

Qmin
CN

Minimum C:N ratio in phy. mol mol−1 Qmin
C /Qmax

N QminC /Qmax
N

Qmax
CN

Maximum C:N ratio in phy. mol mol−1 Qmax
C /QminN Qmax

C /QminN

Qmin
CP

Minimum C:P ratio in phy. mol mol−1 QminC /Qmax
P QminC /Qmax

P

Qmax
CP

Maximum C:P ratio in phy. mol mol−1 Qmax
C /QminP Qmax

C /QminP

Nutrient uptake

H Major axis of the cigar-shaped cells µm 40 5

V max
N Maximum uptake rate for NO3, NH4 and DON mol cell−1 s−1 µ̄ ·Qmax

N µ̄ ·Qmax
N

KNH4 Half-saturation constant for NH4 mol l−1 Eq. A.24 using DNH4

KNO3 Half-saturation constant for NO3 mol l−1 Eq. A.24 using DN03
KDON Half-saturation constant for DON mol l−1 � Eq. A.24

V max
P Maximum uptake rate for PO4 and DOP mol cell−1 s−1 µ̄ ·Qmax

P µ̄ ·Qmax
P

Kpo4 Half-saturation constant for PO4 mol l−1 Eq. A.24 using DP04
Kdop Half-saturation constant for DOP mol l−1 Eq. A.24 using DDOP

KNO3
inh Inhibition of nitrate uptake by NH4 mol l−1 10−3 10−6

KDON
inh Inhibition of DON uptake by NH4 mol l−1 � 5 10−6

KDOP
inh Inhibition of DOP uptake by PO4 mol l−1 5 10−6 5 10−6

Photosynthesis and respiration

τ Electron turnover-time in PSII s 1.8 10−3 1.3 10−3

σpsii PSII cross section m2 J−1 2.5 2

kHd Dimensionless rate of PSII damage � 4.5 10−8 4.5 10−8

kr PSII repair rate s−1 2.6 10−4 2.6 10−4

ā∗ Mean Chla-speci�c absorption coe�cient m2 gChl−1 8 14

φCmax Max. quantum yield for carbon �xation mol C J−1 2.3 10−7 1.25 10−7

θmax
N Max. Chl:N ratio gChl mol N−1 2.7 2.3

θmax
C Maximum Chl:C ratio gChl mol C−1 Eq. A.5 Eq. A.5

rg Cost for primary production � 0.25 0.1

ruNO3 Cost of nitrate uptake (mol C) (mol N)−1 0.397 0.397

ruNH4 Cost of ammonium uptake (mol C) (mol N)−1 0.198 0.198

ruPO4 Cost of phosphate uptake (mol C) (mol P)−1 0.155 0.155

Mortality

km Speci�c natural mortality rate s−1 1.16 10−6 8.16 10−7

kmq Speci�c quadratic mortality rate cell−1 l s−1 6.7 10−13 �
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A.3.3 Model equations

Mesozooplankton (adults)

dZ

dt
= fµz · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸

growth

− fmz · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fmqz · Z2︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by higher

trophic levels

(A.25)

dZC
dt

= (fg
cil

z ·Qcil

c + fg
hnf

z ·Qhnf

c + fg
phyl

z ·Qphyl

c ) · hzQc
· Z︸ ︷︷ ︸

net grazing on CIL, HNF and PHYL

− f respz · ZC︸ ︷︷ ︸
respiration

− fmz · ZC︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fmqz · Z2 ·Qz

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by high. troph. lev.

+ (β1 · fg
cil
juv

z + β2 · fg
hnf
juv

z + β3 · fg
poc
juv

z ) · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
feeding during juvenilestages on CIL, HNF and DETS

(A.26)

Microzooplankton

dCIL

dt
= fµcil ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸

growth

− fmcil ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fg
cil

z · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

− β1 · fg
cil
juv

z · Z

Qcil

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

during juvenile stages

(A.27)

dCILC
dt

= (fg
hnf

cil ·Qhnf

c + fg
phys

cil ·Qphys

c + fg
bac

cil ·Qbac

c ) · hcilQc
·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸

net grazing on HNF and PHYS and BAC

(A.28)

− f respcil ·CILC︸ ︷︷ ︸
respiration

− fmcil ·CILC︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mort.

− fg
cil

Z
·Qcil

c · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

− β1 · fg
cil
juv

z · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

during juvenile stages

dCILN
dt

= fg
hnf

cil · hcilQn
·Qhnf

n ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
feeding on HNF

+ fg
phys

cil · hcilQn
·Qphys

n ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing on PHYS

+ fg
bac

CIL
· hcilQn

·Qbac

n ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
feeding on BAC

− fmcil ·CILN︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fgcilz ·Qcil

n · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

− β1 · fg
cil
juv

z · Z · Q
cil

n

Qcil

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

during juvenile stages

(A.29)

dCILP
dt

= fg
hnf

cil · hcilQp
·Qhnf

p ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
feeding on HNF

+ fg
phys

cil · hcilQp
·Qphys

p ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
feeding on PHYS

+ fg
bac

cil · hcilQp
·Qbac

p ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
feeding on BAC

− fmcil ·CILP︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fgcilz ·Qcil

p · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

− β1 · fg
cil
juv

z · Z · Q
cil

p

Qcil

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

during juvenile stages

(A.30)
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Nanozooplankton

dHNF

dt
= fµhnf ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸

growth

− fmhnf ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fghnfz · Z− fghnfcil ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z and CIL

− β2 · fg
hnf
juv

z

Z

Qhnf

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

during juv. stages

(A.31)

dHNFC
dt

= (fg
phys

hnf ·Qphys

c + fg
bac

hnf ·Qbac

c ) · hhnfQc
·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸

feeding on PHYS and BAC

− f resphnf ·HNFC︸ ︷︷ ︸
respiration

− fmhnf ·HNFC︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fghnfz ·Qhnf

c · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

− fghnfcil ·Qhnf

c ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by CIL

− β2 · fg
hnf
juv

z · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z during juvenile stages

(A.32)

dHNFN
dt

= (fg
phys

hnf ·Qphys

n + fg
bac

hnf ·Qbac

n ) · hhnfQn
·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸

grazing on PHYS and BAC

− fmhnf ·HNFN︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− (fg
hnf

z · Z+ fg
hnf

cil ·CIL) ·Qhnf

n︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z and CIL

− β2 · fg
hnf
juv

z · Z · Q
hnf

n

Qhnf

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

during juvenile stages

(A.33)

dHNFP
dt

= (fg
phys

hnf ·Qphys

p + fg
bac

hnf ·Qbac

p ) · hhnfQp
·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸

grazing on PHYS and BAC

− fmhnf ·HNFP︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− (fg
hnf

z · Z+ fg
hnf

cil ·CIL) ·Qhnf

p︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z and CIL

− β2 · fg
hnf
juv

z · Z · Q
hnf

p

Qhnf

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

during juvenile stages

(A.34)

Bacteria

dBAC

dt
= fµbac ·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸

growth

− fmbac ·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fg
bac

hnf ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by HNF

− fg
bac

cil ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by CIL

(A.35)

dBACC

dt
= (fuptldocbac + fuptsldocbac ) · hbacQc

·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸
net uptake of LDOC and SLDOC

− f respbac ·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸
respiration and uptake cost

(A.36)

− fmbac ·BACC︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fgbachnf ·Qbac

c ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by HNF

− fgbaccil ·Qbac

c ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by CIL

dBACN

dt
= fuptnbac · hbacQn

·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸
net uptake of N

− fmbac ·BACN︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fgbachnf ·Qbac

n ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by HNF

− fg
bac

CIL
·Qbac

n ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by CIL

(A.37)

dBACP

dt
= fuptpbac · hbacQp

·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸
net uptake of P

− fmbac ·BACP︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fgbachnf ·Qbac

p ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by HNF

− fg
bac

cil Qbac

p ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by CIL

(A.38)
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Phytoplankton

dPHYL

dt
= fµphyl · PHYL︸ ︷︷ ︸

growth

− fmphyl · PHYL︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fgphylz · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
graz. by Z

− fmqphyl · PHYL2︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by higher

trophic levels

(A.39)

dPHYLC
dt

= fPP
nr · hphylQc

· PHYLC︸ ︷︷ ︸
primary production

− f respphyl · PHYLC︸ ︷︷ ︸
resp. and uptake cost

− fmphyl · PHYLC︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

(A.40)

− fg
phyl

z ·Qphyl

c · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

− fmqphyl · PHYL2 Qphyl

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by higher

trophic levels

dPHYLN

dt
= fuptNPHYL · h

PHYL
QN

· PHYL︸ ︷︷ ︸
uptake

− fmPHYL · PHYLN︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

(A.41)

− fg
PHYL

Z · Z ·Qphyl

N︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

− fmqPHYL · PHYL2 ·Qphyl

N︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by higher

trop. levels

dPHYLP
dt

= fuptPPHYL · h
PHYL
QP

· PHYL︸ ︷︷ ︸
uptake

− fmphyl · PHYLP︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

(A.42)

− fg
phyl

z ·Qphyl

P · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

− fmqphyl · PHYL2 ·Qphyl

p︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by higher

trophic levels

dPHYLchl
dt

= fPChl · PHYL︸ ︷︷ ︸
chlorophyll synthesis

− fmPHYL · PHYLchl︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fg
phyl

Z
·Qphyl

chl · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z

(A.43)

− fmqphyl · PHYL2 · θphylC︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by higher

trophic levels

fuptNPHYL = fuptNO3
PHYL + fuptNH4

PHYL (A.44)

fuptPPHYL = fuptPO4
PHYL + fuptDOP

PHYL (A.45)
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dPHYS

dt
= fµphys · PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸

growth

− fmphys · PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mort.

− fgphyscil ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
graz. by CIL

− fgphyshnf ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸
graz. by HNF

(A.46)

dPHYSC
dt

= fPP
nr · hphysQC

· PHYSC︸ ︷︷ ︸
primary production

− f respphys · PHYSC︸ ︷︷ ︸
respiration and uptake cost

(A.47)

− fmphys · PHYSC︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− (fg
phys

cil ·CIL+ fg
phys

hnf ·HNF) ·Qphys

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by CIL and HNF

dPHYSn
dt

= fuptnphys · hphysQn
· PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸

uptake

− fmphys · PHYSN︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

(A.48)

− fg
phys

cil ·Qphys

n ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by CIL

− fgphyshnf ·Qphys

n ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by HNF

dPHYSp
dt

= fuptpphys · hphysQp
· PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸

uptake

− fmphys · PHYSP︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

(A.49)

− fg
phys

cil ·Qphys

p ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by CIL

− fgphyshnf ·Qphys

p ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by HNF

dPHYSchl
dt

= fPChl · PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸
chlorophyll synthesis

− fmphys · PHYSchl︸ ︷︷ ︸
nat. mortality

− fgphyscil ·Qphys

chl ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by CIL

(A.50)

− fg
phys

hnf ·Qphys

chl ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by HNF

fuptNPHYS = fuptNO3
PHYS + fuptNH4

PHYS + fuptDON
PHYS (A.51)

fuptPPHYS = fuptPO4
PHYS + fuptDOP

PHYS (A.52)
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Dissolved organic matter

dLDOC

dt
= − fuptldocbac ·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸

gross uptake by BAC

+ fmbac ·BACC︸ ︷︷ ︸
BAC nat. mort.

+ fuptldocbac · (1− hbacQc
) ·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸

exudation by BAC

(A.53)

+ fmphys · PHYSC︸ ︷︷ ︸
PHYS nat. mort.

+ fPPnr · (1− hphysQc
) · PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸

exudation by PHYS

+ fPPnr · (1− hphylQc
) · PHYL︸ ︷︷ ︸

exudation by PHYL

+ fmhnf ·HNFC︸ ︷︷ ︸
HNF nat. mort.

+ fhyddetsbac ·BACC︸ ︷︷ ︸
DETSC hydrolysis

+ (fg
phys

hnf ·Qphys

c + fg
bac

hnf ·Qbac

c ) · (1− hhnfQc
) ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸

DOC release by HNF

+ (fg
hnf

cil ·Qhnf

c + fg
phys

cil ·Qphys

c ) · (1− hcilQc
) ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸

DOC release by CIL

+ ε(1− γ) · (fgcilz ·Qcil

c + fg
hnf

z ·Qhnf

c + fg
phyl

z ·Qphyl

c ) · (1− hzQc
) · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸

DOC release byZ

dSLDOC

dt
= − fuptsldocbac · hbacQc

·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸
net uptake by BAC

(A.54)

dLDON

dt
= − (fuptdonbac − foutdonbac ) ·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸

net uptake by BAC

+ fhyddetsbac ·BACN︸ ︷︷ ︸
DETS hydrolysis

− fuptdonphys · hphysQn
· PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸

net uptake by PHYS

+ fmbac ·BACN︸ ︷︷ ︸
BAC mortality

+ fmphys · PHYSN︸ ︷︷ ︸
PHYSmortality

+ fmhnf ·HNFN︸ ︷︷ ︸
HNF mortality

(A.55)

+ (1− β)
[
fg

PHYL

Z Z ·QPHYL
N + fg

cil

z Z ·QCIL
N + fg

hnf

z Z ·QHNF
N

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

N flux of Z grazing on PHYL, CIL and HNF redirected to DON

dLDOP

dt
= − (fuptdopbac − f remdop

bac ) ·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸
net uptake by BAC

+ fhyddetsbac ·BACP︸ ︷︷ ︸
DETS hydrolysis

− fuptdopphyl · hphylQp
· PHYL︸ ︷︷ ︸

net uptake by PHYL

− fuptdopphys · hphysQp
· PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸

net uptake by PHYS

+ fmbac ·BACP︸ ︷︷ ︸
BAC mortality

+ fmphys · PHYSP︸ ︷︷ ︸
PHYS mortality

+ fmhnf ·HNFP︸ ︷︷ ︸
HNF mortality

+ (1− β)
[
fg

PHYL

Z Z ·QPHYL
P + fg

cil

z Z ·QCIL
P + fg

hnf

z Z ·QHNF
P

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

P flux of Z grazing on PHYL, CIL and HNF redirected to DOP

(A.56)
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Detrital material

dDETLC
dt

= fmz · ZC︸ ︷︷ ︸
Z mort.

+ fmqz ·Qz

c · Z2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Z graz. by higher

trophic levels

+ fmqphyl ·Qphyl

c · PHYL2︸ ︷︷ ︸
PHYL grazing by higher

trophic levels

− fhyddetlbac ·DETLC︸ ︷︷ ︸
hydrolysis by BAC

+ (1− ε)(1− γ) · (fgcilz ·Qcil

c + fg
hnf

z ·Qhnf

c + fg
phyl

z ·Qphyl

c ) · (1− hzQc
) · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸

faecal pellets released by Z

+ γ · (fgcilz ·Qcil

c + fg
hnf

z ·Qhnf

c + fg
phyl

z ·Qphyl

c ) · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
sloppy feeding released by Z

(A.57)

dDETSC
dt

= − β3 · fg
spoc
juv

z · Z︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing during
juvenile stages

+ fhyddetlbac ·DETLC︸ ︷︷ ︸
DETLC hydrolysis by BAC

− fhyddetsbac ·DETSC︸ ︷︷ ︸
DETSC hydrolysis by BAC

+ fmcil ·CILC︸ ︷︷ ︸
CIL mort.

+ fmphyl · PHYLC︸ ︷︷ ︸
PHYL mort.

(A.58)

dDETLN
dt

= fmqphyl ·Qphyl

n · PHYL2︸ ︷︷ ︸
PHYL grazing by higher

trophic levels

+ β fg
PHYL

Z · Z ·QPHYL
N︸ ︷︷ ︸

N flux of Z grazing on PHYL
redirected to DETL

− fhyddetlbac ·DETLN︸ ︷︷ ︸
hydrolys is by BAC

(A.59)

dDETSN
dt

= fmcil ·CILN︸ ︷︷ ︸
CIL mort.

+ fmphyl · PHYLN︸ ︷︷ ︸
PHYL mort.

+β (fg
cil

z Z ·QCIL
N + fg

hnf

z · Z ·QHNF
N )︸ ︷︷ ︸

N flux of Z grazing on CIL and HNF
redirected to DETS

+ β1f
gsponjuv

z Z · Q
cil

n

Qcil

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z during

juvenile stages

+ β2f
gsponjuv

z · Z · Q
hnf

n

Qhnf

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
grazing by Z during juv. stages

+ fhyddetlbac ·DETLN︸ ︷︷ ︸
DETLN hydrol.by BAC

− fhyddetsbac ·DETSN︸ ︷︷ ︸
DETSN hydrolysis

by BAC

(A.60)

dDETLp
dt

= fmqphyl ·Qphyl

p · PHYL2︸ ︷︷ ︸
PHYL grazing by higher

trop. levels

+ β fg
PHYL

Z · Z ·QPHYL
P︸ ︷︷ ︸

P flux of Z grazing on PHYL
redirected to DETL

− fhyddetlbac ·DETLP︸ ︷︷ ︸
hydrolysis by BAC

(A.61)

dDETSP
dt

= fmcil ·CILP︸ ︷︷ ︸
CIL mort.

+ fmphyl · PHYLP︸ ︷︷ ︸
PHYL mort.

+β (fg
cil

z Z ·QCIL
P + fg

hnf

z · Z ·QHNF
P )︸ ︷︷ ︸

P flux of Z grazing on CIL and HNF
redirected to DETS

+ β1 f
gdetspjuv

z · Z · Q
cil

p

Qcil

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
graz. during juv. stages

+ β2 f
gdetspjuv

z · Z · Q
hnf

p

Qhnf

c︸ ︷︷ ︸
graz. during juv. stages

+ fhyddetlbac ·DETLP︸ ︷︷ ︸
DETLP hydrolysis

− fhyddetsbac ·DETSP︸ ︷︷ ︸
DETSP hydrolysis

(A.62)
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Nutrients

dNH4

dt
= − fuptnh4phys · hphysQn

· PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸
net uptake by PHYS

− fuptnh4phyl · hphylQn
· PHYL︸ ︷︷ ︸

net uptake by PHYL

(A.63)

− fuptnh4bac ·BAC · hbacQn︸ ︷︷ ︸
net uptake by bac

+ f remdon

bac ·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸
mineralization by BAC

+ (fg
bac

cil ·Qbac

n + fg
hnf

cil ·Qhnf

n + fg
phys

cil ·Qphys

n ) ·CIL · (1− hcilQn
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

excretion by CIL

+ (fg
phys

hnf ·Qphys

n + fg
bac

hnf ·Qbac

n ) ·HNF · (1− hhnfQn
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

excretion by HNF

− fnitNH4 ·NH4︸ ︷︷ ︸
nitrification

dNO3

dt
= − fuptno3phyl · hphylQn

· PHYL︸ ︷︷ ︸
net uptake by PHYL

− fuptno3phys · hphysQn
· PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸

net uptake by PHYS

− fuptno3bac · hbacQn
·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸

net uptake by BAC

+ fnitrif
NH4

·NH4︸ ︷︷ ︸
nitrification

(A.64)

dPO4

dt
= − fuptpo4phyl · hphylQp

· PHYL︸ ︷︷ ︸
net uptake by PHYL

− fuptpo4phys · hphysQp
· PHYS︸ ︷︷ ︸

net uptake by PHYS

(A.65)

− fuptpo4bac ·BAC · hbacQp︸ ︷︷ ︸
net uptake by BAC

+ f remdop

bac ·BAC︸ ︷︷ ︸
mineralization by BAC

+ (fg
bac

cil ·Qbac

p + fg
hnf

cil ·Qhnf

p + fg
phys

cil ·Qphys

p ) · (1− hcilQp
) ·CIL︸ ︷︷ ︸

excretion by CIL

+ (fg
phys

hnf ·Qphys

p + fg
bac

hnf ·Qbac

p ) · (1− hhnfQp
) ·HNF︸ ︷︷ ︸

excretion by HNF
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